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For a long period of time; permanently or for as long as something takes to accomplish, attain, etc. Usually refers to
one's commitment to someone or something. Jill knows that obtaining a PhD is going to be tough, but she said she's in it
for the long haul. See also: haul, long Want to thank TFD.

Maximum speed limits in the United States vary by state from 60 to 85 mph. With the development of the
extensive Eisenhower Interstate Highway System in the s, both long-distance trips and daily the commute
were mostly by private automobile. This network was designed to exacting federal standards in order to
receive federal funding. The Interstate system serves nearly all major U. The distribution of virtually all goods
and services involves Interstate highways at some point. The vast majority of long-distance travel, whether for
vacation or business, is by the national road network; [24] of these trips, about one-third by the total number
of miles driven in the country in utilize the Interstate system. These networks are further supplemented by
State Highways , and the local roads of counties , municipal streets , and federal agencies, such as the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. Counties construct and maintain all remaining roads outside cities, except in private
communities. Local, unnumbered roads are often constructed by private contractors to local standards, then
maintenance is assumed by the local government. Changes by state initiative may be made with federal
approval. A large number of expressways are actually government or privately operated toll roads in many
East Coast and Midwestern states. West Coast freeways are generally free to users "freeways", no toll charged
per use , although since the s there have been some small experiments with toll roads operated by private
companies. After the collapse of the IW Mississippi River bridge in Minnesota in August , the backlog of road
and bridge maintenance across the country became an issue in transportation funding. According to the
National Bridge Inventory , there are at least , bridges of 20 feet or more in length in the United States, all
subject to deterioration in the absence of preventative maintenance. There are also many smaller regional bus
companies, many of which use the terminal and booking facilities provided by Greyhound. Intercity bus is, in
most cases, the least expensive[ citation needed ] way to travel long distances in the United States. Motorists
also waste 4. Trucking industry in the United States The trucking industry also referred to as the transportation
or logistics industry involves the transport and distribution of commercial and industrial goods using
commercial motor vehicles CMV. In this case, CMVs are most often trucks ; usually semi trucks , box trucks ,
or dump trucks. A truck driver commonly referred to as a "trucker" is a person who earns a living as the driver
of a CMV. The trucking industry provides an essential service to the American economy by transporting large
quantities of raw materials , works in process , and finished goods over landâ€”typically from manufacturing
plants to retail distribution centers. Trucks are also important to the construction industry, as dump trucks and
portable concrete mixers are necessary to move the large amounts of rocks, dirt, concrete, and other
construction material. Trucks in America are responsible for the majority of freight movement over land, and
are vital tools in the manufacturing, transportation, and warehousing industries. Obtaining a CDL requires
extra education and training dealing with the special knowledge requirements and handling characteristics of
such a large vehicle. Drivers of CMVs must adhere to the hours of service , which are regulations governing
the driving hours of commercial drivers. Developments in technology, such as computers, satellite
communication , and the internet, have contributed to many improvements within the industry. These
developments have increased the productivity of company operations, saved the time and effort of drivers, and
provided new, more accessible forms of entertainment to men and women who often spend long periods of
time away from home. In , the U. Environmental Protection Agency implemented revised emission standards
for diesel trucks reducing airborne pollutants emitted by diesel engines which promises to improve air quality
and public health. Roadway links with adjacent countries and non-contiguous parts of the United States[ edit ].
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They thus decided to isolate the New England colonies especially Massachusetts and hoped to draw
Washington into a decisive â€” war ending â€” battle. Boston, the British believed, was the center of the
insurgency and need to be isolated and punished. But it was not the proper center for battle. Furthermore, the
ports of New England, they believed, could be held with British ships and the Middle Colonies were said to
have a greater number of Loyalists who would join in the fighting against the rebels. They therefore sailed into
New York where ostensibly the population was more sympathetic with 30, troops including both British
regulars and Hessians and the goal of pushing North until Boston was cut off and Washington was forced to
engage the British. Slide 3 The New York Campaign: British forces include 30 ships, cannons, 30, soldiers,
10, sailors, and supply ships. The Americans deeply resent the use of foreign troops who are known to be
ruthless. He then asks for a meeting with Washington under flag of truce and sends his adjutant general to
explain that he has the possibility of negotiating and offering pardons. It is an island and the Americans do not
have a navy. Nevertheless, Congress believed that it could not be given up without a fight and Washington
agreed. He thus quickly moved 23, troops into New York City to defend the city and divided them between
Long Island and Manhattan. Washington is often criticized for dividing his troops in the face of an opponent
with a greater number of troops. The Americans initially held the high ground, but the British circle behind
them using the unguarded Jamaica Pass. Once encircled, the Americans flee and are slaughtered. They retreat
to Brooklyn Heights and are trapped against the East River. Washington and almost the entire Continental
army faced capture and defeat. But at night in the fog, Washington evacuated his troops to Manhattan by
rowboat. New York City becomes a large prison for captured American troops many of whom are put onto
prison ships. Over 12, Americans die in these prisons during the war, more than die on the battlefield.
Washington withdrew to Harlem Heights and British and American troops fought a non-decisive battle there
on September 16 th. Washington retreated but encountered the British at White Plains on October 28th.
Americans have a large cache of military stores at Fort Washington, including cannons and s of muskets.
Since these are manufactured in Britain, they cannot be replaced. Howe is often criticized for not pursuing
Washington. Many military strategists believe that he could have brought the war to an end. He also captures
many of their supplies. As Americans retreat, the city is burned possibly by Americans trying to prevent the
British from making use of the resources in the city. The battles of New York teach Washington that he must
avoid direct, decisive confrontations with the British. The summer soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in this
crisis, shrink from the service of their country; but he that stands by it now, deserves the love and thanks of
man and woman. Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered; yet we have this consolation with us, that the
harder the conflict, the more glorious the triumph. What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly: Heaven
knows how to put a proper price upon its goods; and it would be strange indeed if so celestial an article as
FREEDOM should not be highly rated. Washington orders that it be read to his troops. Slide 11 British Give
Chase into New Jersey Howe deploys brigade garrisons into six New Jersey towns and these garrisons are
joined by Loyalist militias who engage in a series of local battles with rebels. Cornwallis also pursues
Washington until he moves into Pennsylvania. Howe extends an offer of pardon to rebels that is accept by at
least 3, Americans, including one signer of the Declaration of Independence. Victory at Trenton and Princeton
The enlistments of over half of the troops that Washington commands are nearly up. His generals are
bickering among themselves. Charles Lee wants to fight a guerilla war, but Washington and his core of
officers want to fight a European style conflict. In the face of these difficulties and as the British go into winter
quarters, Washington engages in a surprise counterattack on December , at Trenton. Famously crossing
re-crossing the Delaware on December 25 th, , Washington captures over Hessians at the Battle of Trenton.
Washington and his soldiers then go into winter quarters at Morristown, New Jersey. The goal is to isolate
New England from the rest of the colonies. He retook Fort Ticonderoga in July, by a remarkable feat of
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military engineering. He was able to fortify Mt. Defiance overlooking the fort. Americans abandon the fort
when they see these fortifications above them. His supply lines were stretched and he was continuously
harassed by militia from New England who blocked his path, destroyed bridges, and generally slowed his
progress. They can advance at a pace of only about a mile a day. At one point, Burgoyne sends troops on a
mission to seize supplies but they are defeated by American militia. Slide 17 American Victory at Saratoga
Meanwhile, on September , Burgoyne crossed the Hudson, cutting off his supply lines and communications
with his troops who followed. American and British troops engage in two bloody battles at Saratoga. Arnold is
the field general of American forces and the real hero of Saratoga. At the surrender, Burgoyne gave his sword
to Gates and remarked: France had been secretly aiding the American Revolutionaries with money and arms,
but now in February, , they signed a military alliance with the United States. For Britain, the entrance of the
French leads to the expansion of the colonial conflict into a world war in which the American Revolution is
but a sideshow. Eventually, the French engage the English in their colonies in India, South America, off the
coast of South Africa, and in the Caribbean and there is talk that they will even invade England. Sir Henry
Clinton replaced General Howe. Led to a change in theater and tactics: The British now abandoned
Philadelphia and relocated their troops to the West Indies. They then aimed to secure Southern ports and with
the use of Loyalists work their way North restoring British rule. Slide 21 Howe captures Philadelphia As
Burgoyne presses south, Howe â€” who was supposed to join him at Albany â€” decides instead to attack
Philadelphia first. In August , he captures the city, but he does not have time to get back to help Burgoyne.
September 11 th â€” Washington is defeated at Brandywine as both sides incur heavy casualties. September 26
th - The British Capture Philadelphia, but capturing the capital in America does not mean defeat of the
American army. They stay there for six months and 2, out of 10, die from disease and exposure to the cold. In
the beginning of the spring, the remaining troops begin a training program under Baron Van Steuben. As
Clinton withdraws his troops from Philadelphia in June, , Washington orders an attack. American troops under
the command of Baron von Steuben and British forces fight to a draw. New York and the New England ports
are harder and costlier to hold. Furthermore, the British need to keep the Royal Navy closer to the Caribbean
to defend their colonies there from French attack. This is easier with their fleet in the Southern colonies. The
British also believe that more loyalist support can be found in the South and begin the tactic of pacification.
Pacification means using military victories to bring out loyalist support, put Loyalists in charge of the
government and militia of the area, and then turn the region back to support of the Crown. The British arm
Loyalists who, in turn, seek revenge against the Patriots. Much of the Southern conflict pits Loyalists against
Patriots in acts of bitter reprisal. Many slaves view the American Revolution as an opportunity for freedom
and escaped to fight for or follow the British. Far more slaves sided with the British than with the Americans.
The British actively recruited slaves as soldiers from the beginning of the Revolution. In November, , Lord
Dunmore â€” royal governor of Virginia â€” issued a proclamation promising freedom to the slaves of Patriot
masters if they fought for the British. This led to the formation of the famous Royal Ethiopian Regiment of
approximately men. The prospect of armed insurrection by slaves wielding British weapons against their
owners also excited great fear among slave-owners. Washington concluded that this has to be contained. For
many Americans, it also seemed to be evidence that the British would do anything to defeat the Americans.
And it led them to be even more committed to the cause. It also observed that slaves would have to make a
decision between staying with their families and joining the British. It also reminded them of the penalty for
insurrection, which was death. After an initial service in the Ethiopian regiment, he returned to his native area
of New Jersey and became the leader of approximately men who conducted guerrilla raids against American
Patriots. He killed many Patriots, burned and looted the homes of slaveholders, and freed many slaves. He
died in when a gunshot wound that he received to his wrist in a raid became infected. Slide 32 Blacks Who
Sided with the Americans Unlike the British, the Americans did not â€” initially at least â€” allow blacks to
serve in the army. When he took command of the Continental Army in , Washington barred the further
recruitment of black soldiers, even though blacks had fought with the Patriots at the battles of Lexington,
Concord, and Bunker Hill. Washington lifted the ban that he had placed on black soldiers in out of sheer
necessity for the recruitment of more troops. By the winter of , the Continental army was down to 18, troops.
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This led Washington to change his mind and to approve the formation of the Rhode Island Regiment.
Furthermore, it was by no means certain that former slaves would have been given their freedom if the British
would have won. They might simply have had to remain in the British army the rest of their lives. The status
of these slaves was uncertain and they had to calculate about who was likely to win the Revolution and what
that event would mean for their lives.
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Announcing the treason of Benedict Arnold: In the previous section, we viewed critical decisions required of
Washington as Commander in Chief of the Continental Armyâ€”those involved in enlisting and keeping
soldiers, feeding and clothing them, training them to fight as disciplined long-haul soldiers, directing them in
battle, and, ultimately, winning the war. Here we focus on the decision-making process involved in six other
challenges of sustaining a long hard-fought war. How did they deal with unknown or partially understood
factors? When resolute in a decision, how did they express their convictions to the decision-makers above
them, or to the implementers below them? Pacifying Indians on the frontier: Most Indian nations that took
sides in the Revolution allied with the British. The resulting frontier warfare was ferocious, causing much
civilian suffering in addition to diverting soldiers from the undermanned Continental regiments in the east.
The frontier policy adopted by Congress to "conciliate the minds of the hostile tribes" is illustrated in these
excerpts from the Congressional journals. How did the policy evolve? How did it backfire? What did
Congress do then? Recruiting enslaved blacks into the army: Britain recruited enslaved blacks into its army
early in the war see Supplemental Sites , but the Continental Congress and Gen. Washington initially rejected
the prospect. Why did they change their minds, and what policies of recruitment did they adopt? The process
is apparent in these excerpts from six documents spanning to Defining the "turning point" of a war is a
valuable exercise in military reasoning if one acknowledges that, in truth, there may be no single event that
turned everything on its head. Identifying a transition period, however, yields more insight into the trajectory
of a war. For the American Revolution, this period centered on the successful conclusion of an alliance
between France and the United States in February , news of which sent Britain into a tailspin of alarmed
response. The American diplomats who negotiated the treatyâ€”Benjamin Franklin, Silas Deane, and Arthur
Leeâ€”triumphantly predicted the surge in military strength, national morale, and British anxiety that would
result from their momentous achievement. In their letters of February , they also warned Congress not to be
deceived by a likely reconciliation proposal from Britain. Why were they so adamant? What consequences did
they predict? Requesting state aid for the army: With the onset of war in , the Continental Congress had
expected to fund the war through taxes, but it was denied that power in the Articles of Confederation,
implemented in Instead it continually requested funds and provisions from the states, and the inevitable
shortages were soon desperate. In late May , Washington wrote his trusted colleague Joseph Reed, then the
governor of Pennsylvania, to plead for "two essential articles": Why would a Commander in Chief need such
rhetorical skill? Desertions were common during the war, mutinies rare, and treason by military officers
unknownâ€”until Benedict Arnold made his infamous attempt in to turn over the fort of West Point to the
British. This he did in a "General Orders" memorandum of 26 September , three days after the plot was
discovered and Arnold escaped arrest. How and why did Washington construct his announcement to use such
words as happy, congratulating, manly, and bright? How would troops respond to the announcement being
read aloud? Discussion Questions From the five sets of documents, what overall impression do you get of the
decision-making challenges encountered during the Revolution? How did decision-makers deal with unknown
or partially understood factors? Was it primarily offensive or defensive? What policies did it recommend for
dealing with friendly Indians and with Continental soldiers who antagonized the Indians? How and why did
their efforts backfire, according to the War Board report? What policy was pursued after this failure? How did
the offensive effect the overall Indian strategy of the war? See the Mary Jemison narrative in 7: How did
Congress deal with these complications? Why did Congress consider recruiting slaves into the army? Would
the slaves be organized in segregated or integrated units? What would they receive for their service during and
after the war? Conduct research to compare the service of enslaved blacks in British and Continental forces
during the war, and the postwar consequences of their service. See the narratives by Boyrereau Brinch and
Boston King in 6: How were their letters cautionary as well as triumphant? What responses from Britain did
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they predict? How did Britain respond? What congressional response did Franklin and the other negotiators
insist was the only reasonable response to a reconciliation proposal from Britain? Conduct research on the
negotiations with France before the final treaties of February What made France officially commit to the
American cause? How have historians evaluated the significance of the alliance to American victory? See the
British satirical rebuses on the alliance in 8: Losing the War , and Supplemental Sites for the text of the
alliance. How did he balance pleading and persuasion, foreboding and optimism, and state pride and national
honor? How did he appeal to both duty and friendship? What dire consequences did he predict if aid were not
forthcoming? Specifically, what "two essential articles" did Washington request from Reed? Would placing
the specific request at the beginning of the letter have changed its impact? Would it have improved or hurt the
letter, in your opinion? Conduct research to determine why Washington was dependent on voluntary state aid
to the military effort. How did Congress deal with the unpredictable supply of money and provisions? How
would troops respond to the announcement being read aloud by their commanders? Why or why not? How
was his treason portrayed? See the cartoon depicting an anti-Arnold parade in 5: Framing Questions How did
Patriot leadershipâ€”military, diplomatic, and governmentalâ€”promote and hinder the war effort? How were
power relationships changed? How were decisions by Britain and France critical to the outcome of the war?
Was victory the last achievement of the thirteen colonies or the first achievement of the new nation?
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Predicting Britain's response to the U.S. alliance with France: selections from negotiators' letters, Defining the "turning
point" of a war is a valuable exercise in military reasoning if one acknowledges that, in truth, there may be no single
event that turned everything on its head.
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long haul n. 1. A long distance: It is a long haul from New York to Los Angeles. 2. A long period of time: Over the long
haul the candidates performed well. longâ€²-haul.
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8 In for the Long Haul, (pp. ) After Ambassador Stormont and his staff left Paris in March , Bancroft's work became more
dangerous and difficult.
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